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Everybody’s Talking
Raining chocolate: People might use the expression, “It’s raining 
cats and dogs,” but no one ever says, “It’s raining chocolate!” That’s 
what happened in the town of Olten, Switzerland, recently. Many 
people reported seeing chocolate powder in the air, and others 
mentioned that vehicles were covered with an accumulation of the 
sweet, brown stuff. Turns out that there was a logical reason for the 
phenomena. The town is home to a chocolate factory that had a 
problem with its ventilation system. The chocolate powder made its 
way outside and was blown around by strong winds.

Working the land: Apartment dwellers in cities expect to look 
out their windows to see such things as parking lots, malls, stores, 
and gas stations. At one apartment complex in Lublin, Poland, the 
view is a little different. At harvest time, the buildings’ occupants 
can look out and see a farmer in a combine harvesting the crop. 
While other farmers in the area sold their land to urban developers, 
this one decided to keep his property so he could keep farming. 
Most people living in the nearby buildings don’t seem to mind at 
all; they like seeing agriculture in action, rather than asphalt and 
urban sprawl.

Artsy hairstyle: Clients who get haircuts from stylist Truong Xuan 
Tuan wish their hair would never grow again! That’s because the 
stylist, of Hanoi, Vietnam, creates works of art on the backs of 
people’s heads using razors and trimmers. He might trim hair to 
form a celebrity’s face, a cartoon character, a spider, or an urban 
scene. Because he cannot simply rub out any mistakes, he only 
creates designs that he has practiced making in the past. Those 
coming into his shop can browse through a portfolio and pick 
something they like. Warning: the designs become a bit fuzzy as 
the person’s hair grows back!

Manhole lights: City planners in Tokorozawa, Japan, have a 
novel idea to decorate manhole covers. They outfi tted 27 of these 
necessary, but usually unattractive, pieces of the city’s infrastructure 
with solar-powered LED lights. The lights reveal designs that 
incorporate anime characters, which are popular in Japan. The 27 
artistic designs are illuminated every evening at 5 p.m., and those 
who are out late can enjoy them until they go off at 2 a.m. Another 
motive that inspired the city’s planners is that the extra lighting may 
help to prevent nighttime crime.

Quoteable Quotes
“The plants have enough spirit to transform our limited vision.”
—Rosemary Gladstar
“Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the 
things that you didn’t do than by the ones you did do.” —Mark 
Twain

What’s Happening
Online event posting During the Pandemic, we are happy to 
post your online event in the What’s Happening section of Coffee 
News. Please visit our website at www.coffee-news.ca to submit 
your event.

Jun 10 to Aug 12 - Lac La Biche Biking Group Thursdays 
from 6:30-7:30 Explore the trails of Lac La Biche County. 8702 
91 Avenue Bold Centre

Jun 19 to 20 - Cold Lake Fishing Derby $10,000 First prize. 
Over $12,000 in runner up prizes. Register at www.anglersatlas.
comtournament477cold-lake-fi shing-derby-2021. Max 250 
participants. $125 Entry Fee. Lake Trout

NON profi t organizations may submit events for FREE at 
www.coffee-news.ca/whats-happening
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Trivia
1. Zane Grey was a popular American author of what type of novel?
2. What are small plates of Spanish appetizers/snack foods called?
3. What is the favourite food of pandas?
4. In which sport would you see a “flying mare”?
5. The ATM is a feature of most banks today. What does ATM stand for?

(Flip bottom of page for answers)
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